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Abstract

A composition requires three operations: join, projection and duplicate elimination. When eliminating duplicates on a large file, an external sort is needed. Both join and external sort operations are expensive in database systems because they incur a nonlinear I/O overhead. Conventional composition algorithms (either sort-merge-join based or hash-join based) achieve saving on join operation but spend a tremendous amount of time on external sort. On the other hand, the single-sided composition algorithm [2] is inefficient in performing the join but it eliminates duplicates on-the-fly. None of the above algorithms achieve savings on both operations. In this paper, a hot-spot composition algorithm is proposed in an attempt to achieve savings on both operations. Several experiments have been conducted and it is shown that our hot-spot composition algorithm outperforms other algorithms under almost every condition. Composition operation is implemented as a primitive operation in our algorithm.

1 Introduction

Given two binary relations \( R(A, B) \) and \( S(B, C) \), a composition \( R \circ S \) is defined as \( \Pi_C (R \bowtie S) \), where \( \Pi \) is a projection and \( \bowtie \) is a natural join. (We only consider binary relations in this paper. For relation that has more than two attributes, all non-joining attributes can be considered as one attribute. The respective sizes of relations \( R \) and \( S \) are assumed to be \(|R|\) and \(|S|\).) Composition is a very common operation in computing transitive closure and other types of linear recursions in deductive databases [7,8]. Much work have been done on the processing of transitive closure and linear recursion [1,9,11]. Therefore, composition is an important primitive operation to support many emerging new database applications and new database models, such as deductive databases and knowledge bases.

Three operations: (1) join, (2) projection, and (3) duplicate elimination are required to perform a composition operation. The join and projection operations are usually executed together, referred to as join-project operation in this paper, and then a duplicate elimination operation is followed to remove all redundant results created by the join-project operation. An external sort is needed before eliminating the redundant results if the size of the results after the join-project operation is large [3]. Both join and external sort operations are expensive in database systems because they incur a nonlinear I/O overhead.

Conventional composition algorithms (either sort-merge-join based or hash-join based) achieve saving on join operation but spend a tremendous amount of time on external sort. On the other hand, the single-sided composition algorithm [2] is inefficient in performing the join but it eliminates duplicates on-the-fly. None of the above algorithms achieve savings on both operations.

In this paper, a hot-spot composition algorithm is proposed in an attempt to achieve savings on both join and external sort operations. The proposed algorithm reduces the effort of performing the join operation by using a new hot-spot technique, whose detail will be discussed later in the paper. It is shown in the paper that on the average the join operation using the hot-spot technique is only half of that in the single-sided algorithm. Moreover, the costly external sort operation is totally avoided because no duplicates are created in this algorithm.

Two other algorithms, namely, the multiple-bucket and the double-sided composition algorithms, are also
proposed in this paper. The multiple-bucket algorithm is proposed for the purpose of illustrating the best-case performance of the hash-join based composition algorithm; while the double-sided algorithm is for illustrating the worst-case performance of the hot-spot composition algorithm.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses conventional composition algorithms and single-sided composition algorithm [2]. Section 3 proposes our hot-spot composition algorithm. Then, Section 4 analyzes the above algorithms and Section 5 shows their comparisons and experimental results. Finally, the conclusion remarks are given in Section 6.

2 Previous work

The conventional composition algorithms perform join and projection as one combined operation, and remove the duplicates in a separate step. In order to save time in doing the join, both relations are clustered on the joining attribute so that only pairs of clusters from the two relations within the same range need to be joined. This can be done by using either a sort-merge join or a hash join. Therefore, join can be performed very efficiently.

The problem with conventional composition algorithms is on duplicate elimination because duplicates are scattered over all clusters after the join-project operation. Since the result is usually too large to fit into memory, it is necessary to perform an external sort to eliminate the duplicates. The external sort takes about \(2|T| \times \log_2\left(\frac{|T|}{|M|}\right)\) I/O operations [5], where \(|T|\) is the size of the result after the join-project operation and \(|M|\) is the number of tuples that can fit in memory. (Actually, if a b-way merge-sort is performed [4], the external sort only costs \(2|T| \times \log_2\left(\frac{|T|}{|M|}\right)\) I/O operations; however, it is still very expensive.)

Agrawal et al. proposed a single-sided composition algorithm to eliminate duplicates at the same time as performing the join-project operation [2]. \(R\) is first divided into a sufficient number of clusters based on \(A\). The clusters are carefully chosen such that the potential size of each bucket (i.e., the join-projected result of each cluster of \(R\) with relation \(S\)) is small enough to fit into memory. Therefore, duplicates can be eliminated on-the-fly when performing the join. The detailed algorithm is depicted in Appendix 1.

The join operation of this algorithm is not very efficient because \(S\) has to be read in repeatedly. For each cluster of \(R\) in memory, the entire \(S\) is read once. Since, there are about \(|R|/|M|\) clusters in \(R\), the total cost of reading \(S\) is about \(|S| \times |R|/|M|\).

One variant of this algorithm [2] is to cluster \(S\) on \(B\). Then, instead of fetching the whole \(S\) for every cluster of \(R\), say \(R_i\), the \(B\) values of all tuples in \(R_i\) are first examined to determine which clusters of \(S\) need to be fetched into memory. However, because the values of \(B\) for tuples in each \(R_i\) are arbitrary, it is very likely that most clusters of \(S\) still need to be read into memory. Furthermore, each time a join-projected result is created, the entire bucket needs to be searched once in order to get rid of the duplicates.

3 Hot-spot composition algorithm

Our hot-spot composition algorithm is described below. \(R\) is first clustered according to \(A\) and the number of occurrences of each \(B\) value is recorded at the same time. \(S\) is then clustered according to \(C\). Any tuple of \(S\) whose \(B\) value has no occurrence in \(R\) is discarded and is not written to any cluster of \(S\). Hence, every tuple in a cluster of \(S\) has the same \(B\) value as some tuple of \(R\). This can filter out many irrelevant tuples in \(S\). In the extreme case, all tuples of \(S\) are discarded; hence, the following composing phase is even not needed. Note that the single-sided composition algorithm is not aware of this feature; therefore, it can not take this advantage to reduce the I/O cost on its composing phase.

Based on the number of occurrences of each \(B\) value, the tuple in each \(S\) cluster whose \(B\) value is most frequently referenced by \(R\) is maintained in memory. This tuple is referred to as the hot spot of the corresponding \(S\) cluster. Note that hot spots can be obtained and maintained at very little cost.

Each cluster of \(R\) is then retrieved and composed with the hot spots first. Tuples of each cluster in \(R\) are compared with each hot spot one by one. If the two compared tuples have the same \(B\) value, a composed result is immediately available and the remaining tuples in the \(R\) cluster need not be compared with the same hot spot any more. Only when all tuples in the \(R\) cluster failed to match with a hot spot, the corresponding \(S\) cluster of the hot spot is read into memory. The \(R\) cluster is then composed with the \(S\) cluster tuple by tuple. As long as two matching tuples are found, the composed result is immediately available and no further comparison between the two clusters is needed. Hence, the costly duplicate elimination operation is totally avoided because no duplicates are created. Composition is implemented as a primitive operation in this algorithm. The detailed algorithm is given in Appendix 2.
Note that our hot-spot composition algorithm has many unique features. (1) The composed results can be produced in any order (i.e. either in ascending or descending order) based on any or even both non-joining attributes without any extra overhead on sorting. The conventional composition algorithm needs a costly external sort for ordering the results; while the single-sided composition algorithm still needs an internal sort to achieve the ordering. (2) No duplicates are created; it means that any composed result is immediately available at the time when it is produced. Hence, a result can be either immediately given to the user or immediately pipelined to other processors for further processing without any waiting. (3) Its performance is sensitive to the distribution of the joining attribute values. On the clustering phase, many irrelevant tuples can be filtered out and will reduce some I/O cost

4 Analysis of different algorithms

In this section, we analyze the above composition algorithms. The detail experimental results are given in next section. The algorithms analyzed in this section are two-phase hash-join based composition⁴, basic model of single-sided composition, and basic model of hot-spot composition algorithm.

Assume that the source relations R and S are initially resident on disk, and that the final results need to be written back to disk. Let |T| and |T'| be the respective sizes of the composition results before and after duplicate elimination. The duplication factor f is defined as |T|/|T'|. Let |M| be the number of tuples that can fit in memory. We only consider the I/O cost, which is the dominant cost in most database applications. The I/O cost measured is the number of tuples read and written.

The total I/O cost for the two-phase hash-join based composition is:

\[
\text{cost of clustering R and S} + \text{cost of joining R and S} + \text{cost of writing T} + \text{cost of external sort} + \text{cost of duplicate elimination} + \text{cost of writing out the result} = 3|R| + 3|S| + |T|/f + 2|log_b(|T|/|M|)|. 
\]

In the clustering phase, each relation has to be read in once for clustering and each cluster needs to be read into memory. In some extreme cases, most clusters of S need not be read into memory.

The performance when the joining attribute values are non-uniformly distributed is better than that when they are uniformly distributed. This is because, under uniform distribution, the B value of each tuple in S has the same number of occurrences in R; hence, the average chance of removing irrelevant tuples in the clustering phase is reduced and that of reading a cluster of S into memory in the composing phase is increased. (4) A variant that guarantees better performance can be easily achieved. A straightforward variant is to keep more than one hot spot in memory for each cluster of S. Then, the chance of reading an S cluster is reduced and the I/O cost is also reduced.

Assume that the source relations R and S are initially resident on disk, and that the final results need to be written back to disk. Let |T| and |T'| be the respective sizes of the composition results before and after duplicate elimination. The duplication factor f is defined as |T|/|T'|. Let |M| be the number of tuples that can fit in memory. We only consider the I/O cost, which is the dominant cost in most database applications. The I/O cost measured is the number of tuples read and written.

The total I/O cost for the two-phase hash-join based composition is:

\[
\text{cost of clustering R and S} + \text{cost of joining R and S} + \text{cost of writing T} + \text{cost of external sort} + \text{cost of duplicate elimination} + \text{cost of writing out the result} = 3|R| + 3|S| + |T|/f + 2|log_b(|T|/|M|)|. 
\]

In the clustering phase, each relation has to be read in once for clustering and each cluster needs to be written back to disk after clustered. Therefore, the cost for clustering is 2|R|+2|S|. Join is done cluster by cluster and only relevant pair of clusters are retrieved at each time. Hence, each relation is read in only once in the joining phase. The duplicates in T are assumed to be removed by using the b-way external sort-merge algorithm [4], which requires 2|T|log_b(|T|/|M|)+|T|/f I/O cost.

The total I/O cost for the basic model of single-sided composition is:

\[
\text{cost of clustering R} + \text{cost of reading R (comp. phase)} + \text{cost of reading S (comp. phase)} + \text{cost of writing out the result} = 3|R| + |S| + |T|/f. 
\]

R is clustered first, which requires 2|R| effort; then it is read into memory cluster by cluster, which takes |R| tuples. For each cluster of R in memory, the entire S is read once. Since, there are about |R|/|M| clusters in R, the total cost of reading S is about |S| + |R|/|M|. Duplicates are eliminated on-the-fly; therefore, the cost for writing out the result tuples is only |T|/f.

The total I/O cost for the hot-spot composition is:

\[
\text{cost of clustering R and S} + \text{cost of reading R} + \text{cost of reading unmatched clusters} + \text{cost of writing the result relation} = 3|R| + |S|(|R|/|M|) + |T|/f. 
\]

The first two items are very straightforward. The third item is the product of the number of clusters in
for each cluster in \( R \), and the average unmatched clusters of \( S \) per cluster of \( R \). Therefore, it is equivalent to \([A] \times m \times |S|/|C|\); where \( m \) is the average number of unmatched clusters for each cluster in \( R \), \( 0 \leq m \leq |C| \). \(|A|\) and \(|C|\) are the numbers of clusters in \( R \) and \( S \), respectively; hence, \(|S|/|C|\) is the average size of a cluster in \( S \).

From the above three equations, it can be seen that whether the hot-spot algorithm can outperform the other two algorithms mainly depends on its cost of reading unmatched clusters. In the next section, we will show that this cost is smaller than that of the external sort in the hash-join based algorithm and that of the composing phase in the single-sided algorithm under almost all conditions. That is, the hot-spot composition algorithm outperforms the other two algorithms under almost all conditions.

5 Comparisons and experimental results

In this section, the proposed hot-spot composition algorithm is evaluated against the hash-join based and single-sided composition algorithms. Two other algorithms, namely, multiple-bucket composition and double-sided composition, are also discussed in order to illustrate the best- and worst-case performances of the hash-join based and hot-spot composition algorithms, respectively.

5.1 The multiple-bucket and double-sided composition algorithms

The multiple-bucket composition algorithm is a variant of the hash-join based composition algorithm. Both \( R \) and \( S \) are first clustered on \( B \) with the same set of subdomains. Hash join is then performed together with the projection. Each join-projected result is further hashed on \( A \) to decide which bucket it should go into. The hash function is carefully chosen such that the potential size of each bucket is small enough to fit in memory. After the join-project operation, tuples in each bucket need to be retrieved again in order to eliminate the duplicates. However, external sort is avoided because all duplicates of the same value are grouped in the same bucket which is small enough to fit into memory. In fact, the bucket a join-projected result should go into can be predetermined if each cluster of \( R \) is further clustered on \( A \) before performing the composition. However, we do not discuss this variant in this paper. Since it takes advantage of hash join but eliminates the external sort by using many small buckets to store different groups of duplicates when performing the join, its performance is the same as the best-case performance of hash-join based composition algorithms.

The double-sided composition is a variant of hot-spot composition algorithm. Relations \( R \) and \( S \) are clustered using the same method as in the hot-spot algorithm, except that no hot spot is retained in memory. Then, a nested loop is constructed to compose each pair of clusters of the two relations. Both clusters are sorted on their respective non-joining attributes before performing the composition. If a tuple in one cluster can compose with a tuple in another cluster, then the remaining tuples in the clusters having the same value on the respective non-joining attributes need not be compared with each other. Hence, no duplicates are created in this algorithm. Since every cluster of relation \( S \) needs to be read in memory, the performance of this algorithm reveals the worst-case performance of hot-spot algorithm.

5.2 Performance model

We assume that \( R \) and \( S \) both have 2000 tuples. The effects of the following three parameters on the I/O traffic are the major parameters studied in the experiment: \( s \), \( f \), and \( \text{miss} \). These parameters are defined as follows:

1. Size ratio \( s \), which equals to \([|T|]/|R|\).
2. Duplicate ratio \( f \), which is defined as \([|T|]/|T'|\).
3. Memory ratio \( \text{miss} \), which is equivalent to \([|M|]/|R|\).

The miss ratio \( \text{miss} \), defined as \( m/|C| \) (\( m \) and \(|C|\) are defined in the previous section), is assumed to be 0.5 to observe the average performance of the hot-spot composition algorithm.

We assume that the values in attributes \( A \), \( B \), and \( C \) are of integer type and are uniformly distributed on the same domain. Based on the given values of the three parameters \( s \), \( f \), and \( \text{miss} \), \( R \) and \( S \) are synthesized. Our measurement is based on the I/O traffic instead of the real CPU response time. Thus, the experiments conducted in this paper are immune to the size of each operand relation. The assumption of uniform distribution on each attribute decreases the performance of the hot-spot algorithm. As discussed before, the performance under a non-uniform distribution should be better than that of a uniform distribution.

In the ideal case, each pair of composing clusters in the above algorithms are assumed to be small enough to be memory resident at the same time. However, under certain conditions, such as data skewing or the memory being too small, the above assumption is not true. Whenever such situation occurs, a nested loop approach is performed.
Theoretically, only the hash-join based composition algorithm needs an extra external sort in order to eliminate duplicates. However, for the same reason described above, external sort is still needed for the multiple-bucket and single-sided composition algorithms to eliminate duplicates and for the double-sided composition algorithm to sort each pair of composing clusters. For the hot-spot composition algorithm, external sort is absolutely not needed because it neither needs to sort each pair of composing clusters nor creates any duplicated tuples. The external sort is done by a b-way merge-sort, where the value of b depends on the given memory size and the limit of the number of files that can be opened simultaneously (which is 64 in our system).

5.3 Experimental results

Three experiments were conducted on a Sun SPARC SLC machine, under C and UNIX. The first experiment was conducted by holding the duplicate ratio at 10, but varying the size ratio. The memory ratio was also changed to observe its effect on the performance. The results when the memory ratio is 0.1 are depicted in Fig. 1-a.

The multiple-bucket and hash-join based composition algorithms outperform the others when the size ratio is small, but they become the worse ones when the size ratio is very large. The explanation for this behavior is that the cost of the composing phase dominates that of the duplicate elimination when the size ratio is small, and the situation is reversed when the size ratio is large. This phenomenon makes the double-sided, single-sided, and hot-spot composition algorithm perform poorly when the size ratio is small because they spend more time on the composing phase but a small amount of time on duplicate elimination (which is unnecessary in the ideal case for the single-sided algorithm and absolutely unnecessary for the double-sided and hot-spot algorithms). On the other hand, the multiple-bucket and hash-join based algorithms have poor performance when the size ratio is large because they incur more I/O traffic for duplicate elimination. The reason why the curves of single-sided, double-sided, and hot-spot compositions go down when size ratio is 10 is because the number of clusters of R is very small at that point, which has significant effect on the cost of the composing phase of these algorithms. When the memory is large, the above phenomenon is not significant because most of the composing cluster pairs can be memory resident, as can be observed in Fig. 1-b. Since the hot-spot algorithm doesn't produce any duplicate and only accesses limited part of S (which depends on the miss ratio), it has the best performance among the five algorithms almost everywhere in the above two figures. Even the double-sided algorithm, whose performance is considered the same as the worst-case performance of the hot-spot one, outperforms the others almost under all conditions for the same reason.

The second experiment is to observe the effects of different duplicate ratios, when the size ratio is fixed at 10. The results are depicted in Fig. 2. In both 2-a and 2-b, all curves, except that of the single-sided composition in Fig. 2-a (where memory ratio is 0.1), decrease only slightly with the duplicate ratio. This is because
[T] is the same for different duplicate ratios and [T'] is monotonically decreasing when the duplicate ratio is increasing. However, the curve of single-sided composition drops significantly when the duplicate ratio is between 2 and 8. This is because not many duplicates were removed in the composing phase before that range since the size of the memory is not large enough to eliminate all duplicates on-the-fly. Therefore, an extra external sort is still needed to eliminate the remaining duplicates. The problem disappears when the memory size is large, which can be seen from Fig. 2-b. The hot-spot algorithm is still the best. Moreover, the performance of double-sided algorithm is very close to the single-sided and the multiple-bucket algorithms, which means that even in the worst case, the hot-spot algorithm is still superior.

Finally, the effects of memory size on the I/O traffic are investigated in the last experiment. The size ratio and duplicate ratio were held at 10 and 10, respectively. The results are displayed in Fig. 3.

When memory size is very small, duplicates can hardly be eliminated on-the-fly and the cost of nested loop is very significant. Therefore, the single-sided algorithm becomes the worst when the memory size is small because it requires not only an extra external sort to sort the join-projected results but also a costly nested loop to perform the composition. Thus, its performance deteriorates very significantly as can be seen from Fig. 3-a. The double-sided algorithm also suffers when the memory size is small. This is because an extra external sort is also needed for each pair of composing clusters. However, the effect is not as much as that in the single-sided algorithm because the latter needs to sort each join-projected result file which is much larger than each source cluster. When the memory size becomes larger, all algorithms, except the hash-join based algorithm, take the advantage very promptly. The curve of hash-join based algorithm only moves down significant when the memory size is large enough to avoid the costly external sort; this part of graph is not displayed in our graph for simplicity purpose.

The curves of single-sided and multiple-bucket algorithms go down substantially when the memory size is varying from 10 to 100 percent of the source relation. This also has to do with duplicate elimination. In the above range, most duplicates for both algorithms can be eliminated without an extra external sort; therefore, their costs drop down very significantly. On the other hand, the double-sided and hot-spot algorithms have less effect on the memory size. This can be seen from the fact that the two algorithms do not produce any duplicates. Note that the hot-spot algorithm is again the best when memory size is large and it has good performance even when the memory size is small.

From the above experiments, the hot-spot algorithm seems to be the best under almost every condition. However, the hot-spot algorithm does not permit any conflict in each cluster, which means that each cluster of R and S can only have the same A and C attribute values, respectively; otherwise, the miss ratio will increase significantly. In order to fulfill this requirement, each cluster may contain only few tuples and lots of clusters are created. This affects response time because if each cluster is stored as a single file then much CPU time is required to manage those files.
However, a more sophisticated structure can be used to organize the clusters such that the CPU time can be reduced. For example, many clusters can be stored in a single data file and an index file is constructed on top of the data files so that only few files are needed.

6 Conclusion

Composition operation is an important primitive operation in deductive database. However, it requires either a costly natural join operation or a costly external sort operation. Neither the conventional composition algorithms nor the single-sided composition algorithm can achieve savings on both operations. In this paper, we proposed a hot-spot composition algorithm in an attempt to achieve savings on both operations.

Several experiments were conducted to compare the performances of our hot-spot composition algorithm, hash-join based composition algorithm, and single-sided composition algorithm. We observe the average performance of the hot-spot algorithm; its worse-case performance can be determined by that of the double-sided algorithm. The best-case performance of hash-join based algorithm is observed by that of multiple-bucket composition algorithm.

From the experiments, it can be seen that the hot-spot algorithm has a very good performance under almost every condition; even in its worse case (which is depicted by the double-sided algorithm), its performance is still close to the single-sided composition algorithm. This is because (1) hot-spot composition algorithm requires no cost for duplicate elimination because no duplicates are created and (2) only part of an operand relation need to be read into memory because most composed results can be found via hot spots. Therefore, our conclusion is that the hot-spot composition algorithm is recommended for most applications. Moreover, the hot-spot composition algorithm seems to be more suitable for parallel and distributed systems because the filtering effect on its clustering phase is similar to the semi-join technique used in distributed systems and the pipelining ability on its composing phase is also a common technique adopted in parallel systems. However, more experiments need to be conducted to judge the above argument.

Appendix 1. The single-sided composition algorithm

FOREACH cluster R, of R DO
    Read in R,
    FOREACH page S, of S DO
        Read in S,
            FOREACH tuple (b_j, c_k) in S, DO
                FOREACH tuple (a_i, b_j) in R, DO
                    "ADD" tuple (a_i, c_k) to the result T;
                end
            end
    end
END

For detailed explanation of the above algorithm, readers are referred to [2].
Appendix 2. The hot-spot composition algorithm.

/* First phase: Hashing and Clustering */
FOREACH page Pi of R DO
  Read in Pi
  FOREACH tuple (ai, bm) in Pi DO
    Write (ai, bm) into a cluster file Ri
    Rcount(bm) = Rcount(bm) + 1.
  END
END
Initialize every HS to blank
FOREACH page Pi of S DO
  Read in Pi
  FOREACH tuple (bm, cn) in Pi DO
    If Rcount(bm) # 0 then
      Write (bm, cn) into a cluster file S
      If HS(n) is blank then
        {Write (bm, cn) to HS(n)}
      else if Rcount(bm) ≥ Rcount(bm')
        then replace (bm', cn) with (bm, cn)
        /* (bm', cn) is the old tuple in HS(n) */
      end
    end
  END
END

/* Second phase: Composing */
FOREACH cluster Ri in R DO
  Read in Ri
  FOREACH hot spot HS(k) DO
    Match(k) := false; Assume that HS(k) = (bj, ck)
    FOREACH tuple (ai, bj) in Ri and not Match(k) DO
      If bj = bj' then
        {Match(k) := true; write (ai, ck) to result file}
    end
  end
/* The unmatched clusters are handled below */
FOREACH k such that Match(k) = false DO
  Read in cluster Sk
  FOREACH tuple (bj, ck) in Sk and not Match(k) DO
    FOREACH tuple (ai, bj) in R and not Match(k) DO
      If bj = bj' then
        {Match(k) := true; write (ai, ck) to result file}
    end
  end
END
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